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Obamacare Website Designer
Hired as Head of IT

by Someone Who Actually Wrote an Article ~ Daily Bull

Michigan Tech’s administration has announced that it
will be bringing in an industry professional to head the
IT department here at Michigan Tech after many student complaints and issues with the department were
brought to light in the past few months.
“In order to appease the Michigan Tech community
and specifically those who rely on our networks, we
have made the decision to replace the current head
of IT with an individual who is experienced in the industry” a Michigan Tech representative told the press,
“this individual, who will remain nameless while the hiring is finalized, was the key developer for the extremely
successful Affordable Care Act marketplace website.
We’re hoping they bring their success and experience
to this University.”
The decision was reportedly made after one Michigan
Tech IT staffer’s relative called them to share their “love”
of the ACA website. They raved for hours over it’s consistent uptime, speed, and how they were actually able
to use the website. When the IT staffer heard this, they
knew they had found the one who could “lead Michigan Tech into the future of reliability.”
With the change of IT department heads will come a
complete redesign of Banweb to make it “useful for
one or two people at a time”. Changes include the feature in which it will randomly disconnect you from the
MTU servers while you are trying to do something, an
button to drop all of your classes that looks like a logout button, and a page that automatically plays Adele
and delivers Ice Cream to your house every time Banweb goes down during registration.

For shame. You know who you are. You all
know.

The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...like punctuality!

Ten Reasons You Know It’s
Winter at Tech

#justtechthings

by Alex Dinsmoor ~ Editor in Chief

If you haven’t noticed yet, we’ve already gotten our first
sticking snow of the year, and students campus-wide
couldn’t be happier. Sure, all of this white stuff does
make driving a bit more difficult and McNair hill a bit
more extreme, but overall everyone loves it. Here are
the ten reasons you know it’s winter at Michigan Tech.
1: Walmart sells out of brooms and duct tape.
With the thick of winter right around the corner, students will make their annual pilgrimage to the hardware
section of Walmart to procure all of the duct tape and
brooms they can get their hands on.
2: People completely forget how to park in parking
spots
If there’s one thing snow means, it’s the lines in the parking lots no longer exist. As long as your kind of fits, it sits;
even if that means taking up three parking spots and a
section of the sidewalk…
3: Puffy coats
It’s inevitable, every time it snows for the first time, all of
the first years bring out the giant coats their parents had
to buy for them. They come in all shapes and sizes, yet
they all are gigantic.
4: Snowboards and Skis in kitchenettes
If you’ve ever lived in the dorms, you know that there’s
someone down the hall that loves winter sports, and
see Turn Them in on Time on back
I blame Jim Halpert.
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Additionally, any student issues with the new IT head must be mailed to IT, as
their emails went down yet again.
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even more than that, drying their gear in the nearest kitchenette.
5: That’s not just hot chocolate in that mug
Even though you think you’re clever with your thermos filled with the only
thing that can get you through your lecture in 135, we all know what’s really
up. And we’re doing it too! The only challenge is trying to figure out the one
alcohol that no one’s tried before.
6: Timberland boots and Uggs
Look down, you’ll understand.
7: HOCKEYHOCKEYHOCKEYHOCKEY
Even though it’s been going on for some time now, winter is and will always
be the true season of Hockey. Friday and Saturday nights will no longer just
be for drinking anymore!
And for those of you who aren’t the sports types… HALF OFF PIZZA (sometimes)
8: Everyone mysteriously gets a new TV
Sure, Thanksgiving break is great for heading home and visiting your family,
but for many it also holds a much more important holiday, Black Friday. Tons
of your friends will all go out on that Thursday night/Friday morning and finally
buy that TV they forgot to buy before heading to college.
9: Carnival and everything that comes with it
Even though Carnival doesn’t start for quite a few more months, it’s still the
high point of winter activities. Everyone gets a well-needed break from
school for five days of drinking and wintery activities.
10: You (and everyone you know) posts about it online
It’s only a matter of time until you or someone you know will post about all of
the snow online somewhere. Be it Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Tumblr, Vine,
Myspace, Friendster, LinkedIn, Live Journal, or whatever other social network
you use, snow is bound to end up online somehow.
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